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Can't create new tracker. Field 'descriptionIsParsed' doesn't exist in database

Status
- Closed

Subject
- Can't create new tracker. Field 'descriptionIsParsed' doesn't exist in database

Version
- 2.x

Category
- Error
- Consistency

Feature
- Trackers

Resolution status
- Accepted

Submitted by
- mmln

Lastmod by
- mmln

Rating
- ★★★★★ (0)

Description
- While creating a new tracker in 1.10 error occurring.
- An error occurred in a database query!

Context:
- File tiki-admin_trackers.php
- URL tiki-admin_trackers.php
- Query:
  - insert into `tiki_trackers`(`name`,`description`,`descriptionIsParsed`,`created`,`lastModif`)
  - values(?, ?, ?, ?, ?)
- Values:
  - 0 daaku
  - 1
  - 2 NULL
  - 3 1213325032
  - 4 1213325032
- Message:
  - Unknown column 'descriptionIsParsed' in 'field list'
  - Built query was probably:
    - insert into `tiki_trackers`(`name`,`description`,`descriptionIsParsed`,`created`,`lastModif`)
    - values('daaku', '', NULL, '1213325032', '1213325032')
- In database couldn't find 'descriptionIsParsed' field. Is it missed?
Solution
When re-installed with latest SVN the problem went away. I did see the column 'descriptionIsParsed' added to 'tiki_trackers' table.

Importance
8

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

mmln 15 Jun 08 13:05 GMT-0000

Created a new column 'descriptionIsParsed' on tiki_tracker, now it is working. Isn't it installation script should create the table with right columns ?
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